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PRESS RELEASE 
Makefast adds three new products to its line-up for 2022. 

 

Makefast have not stood still during the uncertainty of the last two years taking the opportunity 

to design and develop three new products to complement their range of luxury marine systems. 

 

The Louvred Roof, Privacy Blind and Sliding Console Mechanism each allows the boat owner to 

set the mood. Creating flexible spaces which can be cosy and intimate or filled with light and air. 

 

First revealed at METSTRADE in November, the three 

products have been very well received with boat builders and 

designers worldwide. 

 

Each of the three products can be tailored to suit your 

application and is manufactured using high quality ‘marine 

grade’ 316L stainless steel and self-lubricating composite 

components to ensure smooth operation in potentially harsh 

environments. 

 

The Louvred Roof is a unique design that is around 30% lighter 

than similar systems, featuring tilting louvres that retract along 

a stainless-steel track that can match the profile of the boat 

and allows the user a choice of shade and ventilation styles.  

 

The Privacy Blind creates instant privacy and shade as 

required. It is simple to install and can be easily retrofitted. 

 

The Sliding Console Mechanism, based on Makefasts industry 

leading sunroof technology, allows previously fixed seats, 

furniture and consoles to be moved at the touch of a button 

whilst remaining concealed. 

 

“We’ve seen excellent growth throughout 2021” said Makefast 

CEO Richard Jones, adding that “This year (2022) we will 

develop at least two new products and similar for the following year alongside expansion of our 

manufacturing and fabrication capacity”.  

 

An additional 1300sqm is in construction a few miles from our existing facility which will house 

Makefast subsidiary CMD allowing for all existing machining facilities to be located in one area. 

 

This in turn releases 400sqm of space for the Marine Assembly processes. 

 

2022 is shaping up to be another excellent year for the company. 


